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The Tragedy and the Travesty: 
The Subversion of Indigenous 
Sovereignty in North America 

WARD CHURCHILL 

Much ink has been spilled during the late twentieth 
century explaining that the rights of indigenous peo- 
ples are a matter of internal, "domestic" consideration 
on the part of the various States in which we reside, as 
if our status was merely that of "ethnic minorities" 
integral and subordinate to these larger politico- 
economic entities. Such an interpretation is inaccurate, 
invalid, and in fact illegal under international law. We 
are nations, and, at least in North America, we have the 
treaties to prove it. We are thus entitled-morally, eth- 
ically and legally entitled-to exercise the same sover- 
eign and self-determining rights as the States them- 
selves. This cannot be lawfully taken from us. Our 
entitlement to conduct our affairs as sovereigns will 
remain in effect until such time as we ourselves volun- 
tarily modify or relinquish it. 

- Glenn T. Morris 
1997 

Ward Churchill (enrolled Keetoowah Cherokee) is associate chair of the 
Department of Ethnic Studies and professor of American Indian studies at the 
University of Colorado, Boulder. His most recent book is A Little Matter of 
Genocide: Holocaust and Denial in the Americas, 1492 to the Present. 
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Questions concerning the rights and legal and political stand- 
ing of indigenous peoples have assumed a peculiar promi- 
nence in the world's juridical debates over the past quarter- 
century.' Nowhere is this more pronounced than in North 
America, a continent presided over by a pair of Anglo- 
European settler powers, the United States and Canada; both 
of which purport to have resolved such issues-or to being 
very close to resolving them-in a manner which is not only 
legally consistent, but so intrinsically just as to serve as a 
humanitarian model deserving of emulation on a planetary 
basis3 Indeed, the United States in particular has long been 
prone to asserting that it has already implemented the pro- 
grams necessary to guarantee self-determination, including 
genuine self-governance, to the Native peoples residing within 
its  border^.^ Most recently, its representatives to the United 
Nations announced that it would therefore act to prevent the 
promulgation of an international convention on the rights of 
indigenous peoples if the proposed instrument contradicted 
U.S. domestic law in any significant way.5 

While it is true that the treatment presently accorded 
Native North Americans is far less harsh than that visited upon 
our counterparts in many other regions-by the government of 
Guatemala upon Mayans, for instance, or of Indonesia upon 
East Timorese-it is equally true that this has not always been 
the case, and that the material conditions to which indigenous 
peoples in the United States and Canada are subjected remain 
abysmal." Moreover, there are firm indications that whatever 
relative physical advantages may be enjoyed by North 
America's Native peoples vis-A-vis those in Third World 
nation-states accrue simply and directly from the extent to 
which we are seen as being more thoroughly pacified than 
they. The governments of both North American settler states 
have recently demonstrated a marked willingness to engage in 
low intensity warfare against us whenever this impression has 
proven, however tentatively, to be erroneou~.~ 

Such circumstances hardly bespeak the realization, by any 
reasonable definition, of indigenous self-determination. 
Rather, they are more immediately suggestive of internal colo- 
nial structures along the lines of those effected in England and 
Spain during the final phases of their consolidation.* It is thus 
necessary to separate fact from fable in this respect, before the 
latter is foisted off and codified as an element of international 
law supposedly assuring the f ~ r m e r . ~  The present essay 
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attempts to accomplish this, briefly but clearly, by advancing a 
historical overview of the process predicating the contemporary 
situation in which North America's Native peoples find our- 
selves and, thus, determining with some degree of precision what 
this situation actually is. From there, it will be possible to offer an 
assessment of what must be changed, and the basis on which 
such change might be approached, if indigenous self-determina- 
tion is ever to be (re)attained on this continent.'O 

Along the way, we will be at pains to explain the nature and 
origin of the customary and conventional international legal 
entitlements possessed by North American Indians, and the 
manner in which these have been systematically abridged by 
the United States and Canada. Emphasis will be placed on U.S. 
practice throughout, if only because Canada has become some- 
thing of a junior partner in the enterprise at issue, implicitly- 
yet sometimes with remarkable explicitness-resorting to an 
outright mimicry of the doctrinal innovations by which its 
more substantial southern neighbor has sought to rationalize 
and justify its Indian policies." 

THE QUESTION OF INHERENT SOVEREIGNTY 

It is important to bear in mind that a distinction must be drawn 
between nations and states. There is a rough consensus among 
analysts of virtually all ideological persuasions that a nation 
consists of any body of people, independent of its size, who are 
bound together by a common language and set of cultural 
beliefs, possessed of a defined or definable land base sufficient 
to provide an economy, and evidencing the capacity to govern 
themselves.12 A state, on the other hand, is a particular form of 
centralized and authoritarian sociopolitical 0rganizati0n.I~ 
Many or perhaps most nations are not and have never been 
organized in accordance with the statist model. Conversely, 
only a handful of the world's states are or have ever really been 
nations in their own right (most came into being and are main- 
tained through the coerced amalgamation of several nations).14 
Hence, although the term state has come to be employed as a 
virtual synonym for nation in popular usage-the membership 
of the United Nations, for example, is composed entirely of 
states-the two are not inter~hangeable.'~ 

Regardless of the manner in which they are organized, all 
nations are legally construed as being imbued with a sover- 
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eignty which is inherent and consequently inalienable.I6 While 
the sovereign rights of any nation can be violated-its territory 
can be occupied through encroachment or military conquest, 
its government usurped or deposed altogether, its laws 
deformed or supplanted, and so forth-it is never extinguished 
by such actions.” Just as a woman retains an absolute right not 
to be raped even as she is subjected to it, a nation continues to 
possess its full range of sovereign rights even as their violation 
occurs. The only means by which the sovereignty of any nation 
can be legitimately diminished is in cases where the nation 
itself voluntarily relinquishes it.18 

There can be no question but that the indigenous peoples of 
North America existed as fully self-sufficient, self-governing, 
and independent nations prior to commencement of the 
European  invasion^.'^ Nor can there be any real doubt as to 
whether the European powers were aware of this from the out- 
set. Beginning almost the moment Columbus set foot in this 
hemisphere, Spanish jurists like Franciscus de Vitoria were set 
to hammering out theories describing the status of those peo- 
ples encountered in the course of Iberian expeditions to the 
“New World,” the upshot being a conclusion that ”the aborig- 
ines undoubtedly had dominion in both public and private 
matters, just like Christians.”20 The diplomats and legal schol- 
ars of England, France, Portugal, and the Netherlands shortly 
followed suit in acknowledging that Native peoples constitut- 
ed inherent sovereigns.21 

In 1793, Thomas Jefferson, author of the American 
Declaration of Independence and a leading official of the newly 
founded republic, summed up his own country’s position by 
observing that ”the Indians [have] full, undivided and inde- 
pendent sovereignty as long as they choose to keep it, and ... 
this might be forever.”” Henry Knox, the first U.S. secretary of 
war, echoed this understanding by reflecting that indigenous 
peoples “ought to be considered as foreign nations, not as the 
subjects of any particular State.”=And again, in 1832 John 
Marshall, fourth chief justice of the U.S. Supreme Court, reflect- 
ed on how the ”Indian nations have always been considered as 
distinct, independent political communities, retaining their 
original natural rights, as the undisputed possessors of the soil 
since time immem~rial.”~~ 

Among other things, such acknowledgments mean that the 
laws by which indigenous nations governed themselves 
and/or regulated their relationships to others-”aboriginal law,” 
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as it is often called-was and is possessed of a jurisdictional 
standing equivalent to that of the nation-states of Europe (or any- 
where else).25 This is to say that, within their respective domains, 
the legal system of each Native people carried preeminent force, 
and was binding on all parties, including the citizens of other 
countries. Whether or not something was “legitimate” was 
entirely contingent upon whether it conformed to the require- 
ments of relevant international and aboriginal law, not the 
domestic statutory codes of one or another interloping state.26 

Perhaps above all indigenous ,nations, no less than any oth- 
ers, have always held the inherent right to be free of coerced 
alterations in these  circumstance^.^^ For any country to set out 
unilaterally to impose its own internal system of legality upon 
another is to adopt a course of action which is not just utterly 
presumptuous but invalid under international custom and 
convention (and, undoubtedly, under the laws of the country 
intended for statutory subordination).28 To do so by resort to 
armed force, a pattern which is especially prominent in the his- 
tory of U.S.-Indian relations, is to enter into the realm of wag- 
ing aggressive war, probably the most substantial crime delin- 
eated by international law.29 

While given countries may obviously wield the raw power 
to engage in such conduct-witness the example of Nazi 
Germany-they never possess a legal right to do so. Thus, 
whatever benefits or advantages they may obtain through such 
behavior are perpetually illegitimate and subject to 
Conversely, those nations whose inherent rights are impaired 
or denied in such fashion retain an open-ended prerogative- 
indeed, a legal responsibility-to recover them by all available 
means.31 It is, moreover, the obligation of all other nations, and 
the citizens of the offending power itself, to assist them in 
doing so at the earliest possible date.32 Although the matter has 
been subject to almost continuous obfuscation, usually by 
offenders, there are no exceptions to this principle within the 
laws of 

ON THE MATTER OF TREATIES 

While the innate sovereignty evidenced by Native peoples 
should be sufficient in itself to anchor our exercise of the full 
range of self-determining rights, there are other even less 
ambiguous indicators of our rightful status. It is, for instance, a 
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fundamental tenet of international affairs that treaties are 
instruments reserved exclusively for the defining of relation- 
ships between nations. Governments enter into treaties only 
with one another, not with subparts of their own or any other 
polity.” Hence, it has long been understood as a matter of con- 
ventional as well as customary law that for a government to 
enter into a treaty with another entity is concomitantly to con- 
vey formal recognition that the other party is a peer, constitut- 
ing a fully sovereign nation in its own right.35 

In the United States, this principle is incorporated into 
domestic law under Article I, Section 10 of the Constitution, 
and in Article VI, Clause 2, which makes any treaty, once rati- 
fied, “the Supreme Law of the Land.”% Assorted elements of 
British Crown and Canadian law go in very much the same 
direction.37 All told, the U.S. Senate ratified some four hundred 
treaties with North America’s indigenous peoples between 
1778 and 1871 (about eight hundred more had by that point 
been negotiated by the federal executive, but failed to achieve 
ratification for one reason or another).38 In Canada, as part of a 
process extending well into the twentieth century, a further 138 
had been confirmed by roughly the same As U.S. 
Attorney General William Wirt put it in 1821: 

The purpose, then once conceded, that the Indians are 
independent to the purpose of treating, their indepen- 
dence is to that purpose as absolute as any other 
nation .... Nor can it be conceded that their indepen- 
dence as a nation is a limited independence. Like all 
other nations, they have the absolute power of war and 
peace. Like any other nation, their territories are invio- 
lable by any other sovereignty.. . . They are entirely self- 
governed, self-directed. They treat, or refuse to treat, at 
their pleasure; and there is no human power that can 
rightly control their discretion in this respect.40 

So clear were such pronouncements that more than 150 
years later, even such habitual unapologetic Euro-American 
triumphalists as the late historian Wilcomb Washburn have 
been forced to concede that the “treaty system, which governed 
American Indian relations [with the United States and 
Canada], explicitly recognizes the fact that [both] governments 
. . . acknowledged the independent and national character of 
the Indian peoples with whom [they] dealt.”41 Insofar as 
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”recognition once given is irrevocable unless the recognized 
[nation] ceases to exist or ceases to have the elements of nation- 
hood,” it is accurate to observe that the effect of the treaties is 
as forceful and binding now as when they were signed.42 
Legally speaking, it is the treaties rather than settler-state statu- 
tory codes which continue to define the nature of the relation- 
ship between most American Indian peoples, Canada, and the 
United StatesJ3 

This is and will remain unequivocally the case, absent an 
ability on the part of the United States and/or Canada to 
demonstrate that the indigenous nations with which they 
entered into treaties have either undergone some legitimate 
diminishment in their status or gone out of existence altogeth- 
er. To quote Attorney General Wirt again: 

So long as a tribe exists and remains in possession of its 
lands, its title and possession are sovereign and exclu- 
sive. We treat with them as separate sovereignties, and 
while an Indian nation continues to exist within its 
acknowledged limits, we have no more right to enter 
upon their territory than we have to enter upon the ter- 
ritory of [any] foreign prince.44 

There are of course arguments, typically advanced by officials 
and other advocates of settler-state hegemony, that literal 
extinction applies in certain cases, and that the requisite sorts 
of diminishment in standing has in any event occurred across 
the board through processes ranging from discovery and con- 
quest to the voluntarily sociopolitical and economic merger of 
once distinct indigenous polities with the “broader” settler 
societies which now engulf us.45 Since any of these contentions, 
if true, would serve to erode Native claims to inherent sover- 
eignty as well as treaty rights, it is worth examining each of 
them in turn. 

DISCOVERY DOCTRINE 

It has been considered something of a truism in the United 
States since its inception that America’s vestiture of title in and 
jurisdiction over its pretended land base accrues ”by right of 
discovery.’146 This is a rather curious proposition since, unlike 
Canada, which has always maintained a certain fealty to the 
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British Crown, the United States can make no pretense that its 
own citizenry ever ”discovered” any portion of North America. 
Nor, the claims of several of the country’s “founding fathers” and 
many of their descendants notwithstanding, did Great Britain 
transfer its own discovery rights to the insurgent Continental 
Congress at the conclusion of America’s decolonization strug- 
gle.“’ Rather, under the 1783 Treaty of Paris, England simply quit- 
claimed its interest in what is now the U.S. portion of the conti- 
nent lying eastward of the Mississippi River.@ 

Moreover, even had the American republic somehow inher- 
ited its former colonizer’s standing as a bona fide discovering 
power, this would not in itself have conveyed title to the terri- 
tory in question. Contrary to much popular-and preposter- 
ous-contemporary mythology, the medieval ”doctrine of dis- 
covery,” originating in a series of interpretations of earlier 
papal bulls advanced by Innocent IV during the mid-thirteenth 
century and perfected by Vitoria and others three hundred 
years later, did nothing to bestow ownership of newfound ter- 
ritory upon Europeans other than in cases where it was found 
to be territorium res nullius (genuinely ~ninhabited).~~ In all 
other instances, the doctrine confirmed the collective title of 
indigenous peoples to their land-in essence, their sovereignty 
over it-and, thus, the right to retain it.50 

[Nlotwithstanding whatever may have been or may be 
said to the contrary, the said Indians and all other peo- 
ples who may later be discovered by Christians, are by 
no means to be deprived of their liberty or the posses- 
sion of their property, even though they may be outside 
the faith of Jesus Christ; and that they may and should, 
freely and legitimately, enjoy their liberty and the pos- 
session of their property; nor should they be in any way 
enslaved; should the contrary happen, it shall be null 
and of no effect.51 

What the discovering power actually obtained was a 
monopolistic right vis-h-vis other European powers to acquire 
the property in question, should its Native owners ever will- 
ingly consent to its alienati~n.~~ As John Marshall correctly 
observed in 1832, discovery ”could not affect the rights of those 
already in possession, either as aboriginal occupants, or by 
virtue of a discovery made before the memory of man. It gave 
the exclusive right to purchase, but did not found that right on 
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a denial of the right of the possessor to sell.”53 
In substance, the doctrine was little more than an expedient 

to regulate relations among the European powers, intended to 
prevent them from squandering the Old World’s limited assets 
by engaging in bidding wars-or, worse, outright military con- 
flicts among themselves-over New World territories. As 
Marshal noted: 

[Since the Crowns of Europe] were all in pursuit of 
nearly the same object, it was necessary, in order to 
avoid conflicting settlements, and consequent war with 
each other, to establish a principle, which all should 
acknowledge as the law by which the right of acquisi- 
tion, which they all asserted, should be regulated, as 
between themselves. This principle was, that discovery 
gave title to the government by whose subjects, or by 
whose authority, it was made, against other govern- 
ments, which title might be consummated by posses- 
sion. The exclusion of all other Europeans, necessarily 
gave to the nation making the discovery the sole right 
of acquiring the soil from the natives, and establishing 
settlements upon it. It was a right with which no 
Europeans could interfere.% 

That such understandings were hardly unique to John 
Marshall is witnessed in a 1792 missive from then Secretary of 
State Thomas Jefferson to the British foreign ministry, in which 
he acknowledged that the Treaty of Paris had left the United 
States, not with clear title to lands west of the Appalachian 
Mountains, but rather with an ability to replace England in 
asserting what he called a “right of p~eemption.”~~ 

[Tlhat is to say, the sole and exclusive right of purchas- 
ing from [indigenous peoples] whenever they should be 
willing to sell.. . . We consider it as established by the 
usage of different nations into a kind of ]us gentium for 
America, that a white nation settling down and declar- 
ing such and such are their limits, makes an invasion of 
those limits by any other white nation an act of war, but 
gives no right of soil against the native possessors.1156 

So plain was the pattern of law and historical precedent in 
Marshall’s mind that he openly scoffed at notions, prevalent 
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among his countrymen, that the doctrine of discovery did, or 
could have done, more: 

The extravagant and absurd idea, that feeble settle- 
ments made alon the seacoast . . . acquired legitimate 
power to govern f Native] people, or occupy the lands 
from sea to sea, did not enter into the mind of any man. 
[Crown charters] were well understood to convey the 
title which, according to the common law of European 
sovereigns respecting America, they might rightly con- 
vey, and no more. This was the exclusive right of pur- 
chasing such lands as the natives were willing to sell. 
The crown could not undertake to grant what the crown 
could not affect to claim; nor was it so under~tood.~~ 

The same problems afflicting arguments that title to unced- 
ed Indian land which advocates claim was passed to the 
United States via the Treaty of Paris also beset other acquisi- 
tions from European and Euro-American powers. This is most 
notably true with respect to the 1803 Louisiana Purchase and 
the 1848 cession of the northern half of Mexico under the Treaty 
of Guadalupe Hidalgo, but also pertains to the 1845 admission 
of Texas to the Union, the 1846 purchase of Oregon Territory 
from Russia, and so on.% As concerns the largest single annex- 
ation ever made by the United States, encompassing the entire 
Transmississippi West: 

What [the United States] acquired from Napoleon in the 
Louisiana Purchase was not real estate, for practically 
all of the ceded territory that was not privately owned 
by Spanish and French settlers was still owned by the 
Indians, and the property rights of all the inhabitants 
were safeguarded by the terms of the treaty of cession. 
What we did acquire from Napoleon was not the land, 
which was not his to sell, but simply the right [to pur- 
chase the land].” 

Similarly, the Treaty of Guadelupe Hidalgo, by which the 
U.S. war against Mexico was concluded, made express provi- 
sion that already-existing property rights, including those of 
the region’s indigenous peoples, be respected within the vast 
area ceded by the Mexican government.60 In no instance is there 
evidence to support assertions that the United States obtained 
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anything resembling valid title to its presently claimed conti- 
nental territoriality through interaction with non-indigenous 
governments, whether European or Euro-American. Less can 
such contentions be sustained with regard to Hawaii.61 The 
matter is confirmed by the 1928 Island of Palmas case, in which 
the International Court of Justice (ICJ, or World Court) found 
that title supposedly deriving from discovery cannot prevail 
over a title based in a prior and continuing display of sover- 
eignty.62 

TE RRZTORIUM RE S NULLIUS 

Although John Marshall himself, while readily conceding 
many of its implications, would ultimately pervert the doctrine 
of discovery in a relatively sophisticated fashion while 
attempting to rationalize and legitimate his country’s territori- 
al ambitions (this will be taken up below), many of his succes- 
sors operated in a much cruder fashion. Hence, in the 1842 
Martin v. Waddell case, decided only seven years after 
Marshall’s death, the Supreme Court set down the following 
opinion (despite the clear exposition of the doctrine’s actual 
contents the late chief justice had so recently bequeathed): 

The English possessions in America were not claimed 
by right of conquest, but by right of discovery. For, 
according to the principles of international law, as 
understood by the then civilized powers of Europe, the 
Indian tribes in the new world were regarded as mere 
temporary occupants of the soil, and the absolute rights 
of property and dominion were held to belong to the 
European nation by which any particular portion of the 
country was first discovered. Whatever forbearance 
may have been practiced towards the unfortunate abo- 
rigines, either from humanity or policy, yet the territory 
they occupied was disposed of by the governments of 
Europe, at their pleasure, as if it had been found with- 
out inhabitants.63 

In so thoroughly misconstruing extant law, rewriting history in 
the process, what the good justices were about was devising a 
legal loophole. Through it, they intended to pour a veneer of 
false legitimacy over U.S. plans, by now openly and officially 
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announced as the country’s ”manifest destiny,” of rapidly 
extending its reach from the Mississippi to the Pacific and 
beyond, ignoring indigenous rights, not only to land but to lib- 
erty and often life itself, at every step along the way.“ The 
mechanism they seized upon for this purpose was the princi- 
ple of territorium res nullius, the element of discovery doctrine 
providing that uninhabited territory might be claimed outright 
by whomever first found it.ffi 

It’s not that the Supreme Court of the United States or anyone 
else ever really argued that North America was completely unoc- 
cupied at the time of the initial European arrivals. Instead, they 
fell back on the concept of the ”Norman Yoke,” an ancient doc- 
trine particularly well developed in English legal philosophy, 
stipulating that to be truly owned it was necessary that land be 
ddimproved.1d66 Whomever failed within some ”reasonable” peri- 
od to build upon, cultivate, or otherwise transform their proper- 
ty from its natural “state of wilderness” forfeited title to it. The 
land was then simply declared to be vacant and open to claim by 
anyone professing a willingness to ”put it to use.”67 

The Puritans of Plymouth Plantation and Massachusetts 
Bay Colony had experimented with the idea during the 
1620s-arguing that while Native property rights might well 
be vested in town sites and fields, the remainder of the territo- 
ries, since it was uncultivated, should be considered terra nul- 
lius and thus unowned-but their precedent never evolved 
into a more generalized English practice.68 Indeed, the Puritans 
themselves abandoned such presumption in 1629.69 

Whatever theoretical disagreements existed concerning 
the nature of the respective ownership rights of Indians 
and Europeans to land in America, practical realities 
shaped legal relations between the Indians and colonists. 
The necessity of getting along with powerful Indian 
[peoples], who outnumbered the European settlers for 
several decades, dictated that as a matter of prudence, 
the settlers buy lands that the Indians were willing to sell, 
rather than displace them by other methods. The result 
was that the English and Dutch colonial governments 
obtained most of their lands by purchase. For all practi- 
cal purposes, the Indians were treated as sovereigns pos- 
sessing full ownership of [all] the lands of America.m 

By the early nineteenth century, the demographic/military 
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balance had shifted dramatically in favor of settler popula- 
t ion~.~ '  One result was that the potential of invoking the 
Norman Yoke in combination with the broader principle of yes 
nullius began to be rethought. Ln terms of international law, the 
principle eventually found expression in the observation of 
jurist Emmerich de Vattel that no nation holds a right to "exclu- 
sively appropriate to themselves more land than they have 
occasion for, or more than they are able to settle and culti- 
 ate."^* For all practical intents and purposes, John Marshall 
himself employed such reasoning in an 1810 opinion holding 
that portions of Indian Country not literally occupied or culti- 
vated by indigenous peoples might, at least in certain 
instances, be construed as unowned and therefore open to 
claims by settlers.73 

During the next seventy-five years, the principle was 
brought to bear in the continuously evolving formation of U.S. 
Indian policy-as well as judicial interpretation of indigenous 
property entitlements-with the size of an ever greater number 
of the areas set aside (reserved) for Native use and occupancy 
demonstrating no relationship at all to the extent of aboriginal 
holdings or to more recent treaty guarantees of territoriality. 
Rather, federal policymakers, judges, and bureaucrats alike 
increasingly took to multiplying the number of Indians 
believed to belong to any given people by the number of acres 
it was thought each individual might use "productively." The 
aggregate figure arrived at would then be assigned as that peo- 
ple's reserved land base.74 By the latter part of the nineteenth 
century, the process in Canada was much the same.75 

In the United States, the trend culminated in passage of the 
1887 General Allotment Act, a measure by which the govern- 
ment authorized itself to impose such terms upon every 
indigenous nation encompassed within the country's claimed 
bo~ndaries .~~ At the stroke of the congressional pen, tradition- 
al Native modes of collective landholding were unilaterally 
abolished in favor of the self-anointedly more "advanced" or 
"civilized" Euro-American system of individual ownership." 
The methods by which the act was implemented began with 
the compilation of official rolls of the members of each "tribe" 
in accordance with criteria sanctioned by the federal Bureau of 
Indian Affairs (BIA).78 When this task was completed, each 
individual listed on a roll was allotted a parcel of land, accord- 
ing to the following formula: 
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1 . To each head of a family, one-quarter section [160 acres]. 
2. To each single person over eighteen years of age, one- 

eighth section. 
3. To each orphan child under eighteen years of age, one- 

eighth section. 
4. To each other single person under eighteen years of age liv- 

ing, or who may be born prior to the date of the order . . . 
directing allotment of the lands, one-sixteenth section.79 

Once each Native person had received his or her allotment, 
the balance of each reserved territory was declared surplus and 
made available to non-Indian settlers, parceled out to railroads 
and other corporations, and/or converted into federal parks, 
forests, and military In this manner, the indige- 
nous land base, which had still amounted to an aggregate of 
150 million acres at the time the act went into effect, was 
reduced by approximately two-thirds before it was finally 
repealed in 1934.8' Additionally, under provision of the 1906 
Burke Act, which vested authority in the secretary of the inte- 
rior to administer all remaining Native property in trust, a fur- 
ther "27,000,000 acres or two-thirds of the land allotted to indi- 
vidual Indians was also lost to sale" by the latter year.82 What 
little territory was left to indigenous nations at that point was 
thus radically insufficient to afford economic sustenance, much 
less to accommodate future population growth.s3 

Needless to say, Native people agreed to none of this. On 
the contrary, we have continuously resisted it through a variety 
of means, including efforts to secure some just resolution 
through U.S. courts. Our refusal to participate in allotment and 
similar processes has often resulted in our being left effectively 
landless, defined as non-Indians, and worse.@ The response of 
the Supreme Court to our due-process initiatives has been to 
declare, in the 1903 case Lonewolfv. Hitchcock, that the United 
States enjoys a permanent "trustee relationship" to its Native 
"wards," affording it a "plenary power" over our affairs which 
frees it to "change the form of" our property-from land, say, 
to cash or other "benefitd'-at its own discretion. As a con- 
comitant, the court argued that the United States holds a uni- 
lateral right, based in no discernible legal doctrine at all, to 
abrogate such terms and provisions of its treaties with indige- 
nous nations as it may come to find inconvenient while still 
binding us to the remainder.s5 

By 1955, things had reached such a pass that Native peoples 
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were required for the first time to demonstrate that they had 
acquired title to their lands from a European or Euro-American 
power rather than the other way around.R6 Even in cases where 
such recognition of title was clear and apparent-the Rainbow 
Bridge and G - 0  Road cases of the 1980s, to name two prime 
examples-US. courts have consistently ruled that the ”broad- 
er interests” of North America’s settler society outweighs the 
right of indigenous owners to make use of their property in a 
manner consistent with their own values, customs, and tradi- 
tion~.~’ In other instances, such as U.S. 71. Dann, treaty land has 
been declared vacant even though Native people were obvi- 
ously living on it.RR 

Canadian courts, although not necessarily citing specific 
U.S. precedents, has followed much the same trajectory. This 
has been perhaps most notable in the 1984 Bear Island case, in 
which it was concluded that, Crown law to the contrary 
notwithstanding, federal law allowed provincial extinguish- 
ment of aboriginal title claims to ”unoccupied” terri t~ries.~~ 
Relatedly, opinions have been rendered in several other 
instances- the 1973 Calder case, for example, and the Cardinal 
case a year later-holding that federal Canadian law functions 
independently of any historical guarantees extended to Native 
people by Great Britain, a position essentially duplicating the 
effect of Lonew01f.~~ Indeed, Canada has recently gone so far as 
to claim the kind of permanent trust authority over indigenous 
nations within its ostensible boundaries earlier asserted by the 
United States” The rights of Native people in Canada have of 
course suffered acc~rdingly.~~ 

Whatever merit may once have attended such legalistic 
maneuvering by the United States and Canada-and it was 
always dubious in the extreme-it has long since evaporated. 
The Charter of the United Nations has effectively outlawed the 
assertion of perpetual and nonconsensual trust relationships 
between nations since 1945, a circumstance reaffirmed and 
amplified by the 1960 Declaration on the Granting of 
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.93 The 
Lonewolf court’s grotesque interpretation of U.S. prerogatives to 
exercise a ”line item veto” over its treaties with indigenous 
nations has been thoroughly repudiated by the 1967 Vienna 
Convention on the Law And, since the World Court’s 
1977 advisory opinion in the Western Sahara case, claims to pri- 
macy based in the notion of Territorium res Nullius have been 
legally n~llified.’~ 
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RIGHTS OF CONQUEST 

It has become rather fashionable in many quarters of North 
America’s settler societies to refer to indigenous peoples as 
having been ”c~nquered.”~~ The basic idea has perhaps been 
expressed best and most forcefully by the U.S. Supreme Court 
in its 1955 Tee-Hit-Ton opinion. 

Every American schoolboy knows that the savage tribes 
of this continent were deprived of their ancestral ranges 
by force and that, even when the Indians ceded millions 
of acres by treaty in return for blankets, food and trin- 
kets, it was not a sale but the conquerors’ will that 
deprived them of their land.” 

“After the conquest,” the court went on, Indians ”were permit- 
ted to occupy portions of the territory over which they had pre- 
viously exercised ’sovereignty,’ as we use the term. This is not 
a property right but amounts to a right of occupancy which the 
sovereign grants and protects against intrusion by third parties 
but which right of occupancy may be terminated and such 
lands fully disposed of by the sovereign itself without any 
legally enforceable obligation to compensate the 
This curiously bellicose pontification, advanced a scant few 
years after U.S. jurists had presided over the conviction at 
Nuremberg of several German off icials-including judges-in 
no small part for having vomited up an almost identical 
rhetoric,% is all the more peculiar in that it appears to bear vir- 
tually no connection to the case supposedly at hand. 

The Alaska natives [who had pressed a land claim in 
Tee-Hit-Ton] had never fought a skirmish with Russia 
[which claimed their territories before the United 
States] or the United States.. . . To say that the Alaska 
natives were subjugated by conquest stretches the 
imagination too far. The only sovereign act that can be 
said to have conquered the Alaska natives was the Tee- 
Hit-Ton opinion itself.’” 

If it may be taken as a rudiment that any conquest entails the 
waging of war by the conqueror against the conquered, then 
the sweeping universalism evident in the high court’s pro- 
nouncement goes from the realm of the oddly erroneous to that 
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of the truly bizarre. While the United States officially acknowl- 
edges the existence of well over four hundred indigenous 
nations within its borders, it admits to having fought fewer 
than fifty "Indian Wars" in the entirety of its history.'O' 
Assuming that it was victorious in all of these-in actuality, it 
lost at least one'"2-and could on this basis argue that it had 
conquered each of its opponents, the United States would still 
have to account for the nature of its contemporary relationship 
to several hundred unconquered indigenous nations by some 
other means. 

Lumping the Native peoples of Canada into the bargain, as 
the language of Tee-Hit-Tan plainly suggests was its intent, ren- 
ders the court's reading of history even more blatantly absurd. 
North of the border, with the exception of two campaigns 
mounted to quell Louis Riel's rebellious Metis during the mid- 
nineteenth century, nothing that might rightly be termed an 
Indian war was fought after 1763.'03 On the contrary, it was 
explicit and successfully enforced Crown policy from that 
point onward to avoid military conflicts with North America's 
indigenous nations by every available means.'04 Of all imagin- 
able descriptions of what might constitute a basis for Britain's 
assertion of rights in Canada, then, "conquest" is without 
doubt among the most wildly inaccurate.'05 

Benighted as was the Tee-Hit-Tan court's knowledge of his- 
torical fact, its ignorance of relevant law appears to have been 
even worse. The difficulties begin with the court's interpreta- 
tion of the ancient notion of the "rights of conquest," which it 
erroneously construed as asserting that any nation possessed 
of the power to seize the assets of another holds a "natural" 
right to do so ("might makes right," in other words).Io6 In real- 
ity, if the doctrine had ever embodied such a principle-and no 
evidence has ever been produced to show that it did-it had 
not done so for some nine hundred years.Io7 By the sixteenth 
century, Vitoria, Matias de Pas, and others had codified con- 
quest rights as an adjunct or subset of the discovery doctrine, 
constraining them within very tight limits.Io8 

Such rights might be invoked by a discovering power, they 
wrote, only on occasions where circumstances necessitated the 
waging of a just war. With respect to the New World, the bases 
for the latter were delineated as falling into three categories: 
first, instances in which, without provocation, a Native people 
physically attacked representatives of the discovering Crown; 
second, instances in which the Natives arbitrarily refused to 
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engage in trade with Crown representatives; and, third, 
instances in which Native people refused to admit Christian 
missionaries among them. Should any or all of these circum- 
stances be present, the jurists agreed, discoverers held the right 
to use whatever force was necessary to compel compliance 
with international law.’09 Having done so, they were then enti- 
tled to compensate themselves from the property of the van- 
quished for the costs of having waged the war.”O In all other 
instances, however, legitimate acquisition of property could 
occur only by consent of its indigenous owners.”’ 

The problem is that in the entire history of Indian-white 
relations in North America, there is not a single instance in 
which any of the three criteria can be documented.”* Hence, 
contra the Tee-Hit-Ton court’s all-encompassing declaration that 
Euro-American title to the continent derives from conquest, 
such a result does not obtain, legally at least, even with regard 
to the relatively few instances in which wars were actually 
fought.Il3 It follows that the only valid land title presently held 
by either the United States or Canada is that accruing from 
bilateral and mutually consensual treaties through which cer- 
tain Native lands were ceded to those countries or predecessor 
powers like England and France.Il4 

Earlier U.S. jurists and legislators understood the law, even 
if the Tee-Hit-Ton court did not. One consequence was the 1787 
Northwest Ordinance, in which the Congress foreswore all 
wars of conquest against Native peoples and ledged the coun- 

ed in ”utmost good faith.”Il5 As has been mentioned, John 
Marshall classified contentions that North America’s indige- 
nous nations had been conquered as ”extravagant and 

Elsewhere, he observed that “law which regulates, 
and ought to regulate in general, the relations between the con- 
queror and conquered, [is] incapable of application” to 
American Indian~.”~ Even the Martin court, hostile to Native 
interests by any estimation, was at pains to state that “English 
[and, by extension, U.S.] rights in America were not claimed by 
right of conquest (emphasis added).””* Probably the most 
definitive assessment was that offered by Indian 
Commissioner Thomas Jefferson Morgan in 1890, after the 
Indian Wars had run their course. 

try to conducting its relations on the basis o 4 treaties negotiat- 

From the execution of the first treaty made between the 
United States and the Indian tribes residing within its 
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limits ... the United States has pursued a uniform 
course of extinguishing Indian title only with the con- 
sent of those tribes which were recognized as having 
claim to the soil by reason of occupancy, such consent 
being expressed by treatie~.”~ 

In light of all this, it is fair to say that there is not a scintilla 
of validity attending the Tee-Hit-Ton opinion, either legally or in 
any other way. The same holds true for the dominant society’s 
academic and popular discourse of conquest, perhaps best rep- 
resented by the 2,000-odd ”Cowboys and Indians” movies pro- 
duced by Hollywood over the past seventy-five years.’” To pre- 
tend otherwise, as the Tee-Hit-Ton court did, does nothing to 
legitimate Euro-American claims of primacy over Native terri- 
tories. Rather, it is to enter a tacit admission that, in the United 
States at least, much land has been acquired in the most illegit- 
imate fashion of all-the waging of aggressive war-and that a 
considerable part of the continent constitutes what one analyst 
has termed “occupied America.’’’21 

EXTINCTION 

Although both the United States and Canada officially main- 
tain that genocide has never been perpetrated against the 
indigenous peoples within their borders,IU both have been 
equally prone to claim validation of their title to Native lands 
on the basis that “group extinction” has run its course in a 
number of cases. Where there are no survivors or descendants 
of preinvasion populations, the argument goes, there can be no 
question of continuing aboriginal title. Thus, in such instances, 
the land-vacated by the literal die-off of its owners-must 
surely have become open to legitimate claims by the settler 
states under even the most rigid constructions of territoriurn res 
n ullius.’21 

While the reasoning underpinning this position is essen- 
tially sound, and in conformity with accepted legal principles, 
the factual basis upon which it is asserted is not. With the 
exception of the Beothuks of Newfoundland, whose total 
extermination was complete at some point in the 1820s, it has 
never been demonstrated that any of the peoples Native to 
North America, circa 1500, have ever been completely eradi- 
~ated.’*~ Take the Pequots as a case in point. In 1637, they were 
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so decimated by a war of extermination waged against them by 
English colonists that they were believed to have gone out of 
existence altogether. Even their name was abolished under 
colonial law.IE For three centuries, Pequots were officially des- 
ignated as being extinct. Yet today the federal government has 
been forced, grudgingly, to admit that several hundred people 
in Connecticut are directly descended from this ”extirpated” 
nation.126 

Similar examples abound. The Wampanoags of 
Massachusetts were declared extinct in the aftermath of the 1675 
King Philip’s War, but managed to force recognition of their con- 
tinuing existence during the 1 9 7 0 ~ . ’ ~ ~  More or less the same prin- 
ciple applies to a number of other peoples of the Northeast:’28 the 
Piscataways, Yamasees, Catawbas, and others of the Southeast, 
all of whom were reportedly extinct by 1800;129 the Yuki, Yahi, 
and others of Northern California, largely annihilated through 
the ”cruelties of the original settlers” prior to 1900;’30 and so on 
around the country. James Fenimore Cooper’s ”Last of the 
Mohicans” wasn‘t, nor was Alfred Kroeber’s Ishi really the ”last 
of his tribe.”l3I In sum, the fabled ”Vanishing Red Man,” alter- 
nately bemoaned and celebrated with a great deal of glee in 
turn-of-the-century literature, didn’t.’” 

By and large, extinction is and has always been more a clas- 
sification bestowed for the administrative convenience of the 
settler states than a description of physical or even cultural 
reality. The classic example occurred when, during the decade 
following the adoption of House Resolution 108 in 1953, the 
United States Congress systematically terminated its recogni- 
tion of more than one hundred indigenous peoples.133 Some, 
like the Menominees of Wisconsin, were eventually able to 
obtain formal reinstatement.Ix The majority, however, like the 
Klamaths of Oregon and an array of smaller peoples in 
Southern California, have been unsuccessful in such efforts. 
They remain officially dissolved, whatever remained of their 
reserved territories absorbed by the surrounding settler 

In other instances, the United States has simply refused 
ever to admit the existence of indigenous peoples. Notably, this 
pertains to the Abnakis of Vermont, who, having never signed 
a treaty of cession, actually hold title to very nearly the entire 

Other examples include the Lumbees of North 
Carolina, perhaps the most populous indigenous people in all 
of North America, and a number of fragmentary groups like 
the Miamis of Ohio scattered across the Midwestern 
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While not following precisely the same pattern, Canada has 
also utilized policies of declining to acknowledge Native status 
and/or refusing to recognize the existence of entire groups as a 
means of manipulating or denying altogether indigenous 
rights to land and sovereign  tand ding.'^' 

While neither such official subterfuges nor the popular mis- 
conceptions attending them have the least effect in terms of 
diminishing the actual rights of the peoples in question, they do 
place the settler states in positions of patent illegality. Among 
other things, it is readily arguable that official declarations that 
still-viable human groups have gone out of existence, coupled 
to policies designed and intended to bring this about, constitute 
the crime of genocide, not only within the definition of the term 
as originally advanced by Raphael Lemkin during the Second 
World War, but as it is now codified in international law.139 

MERGER WITH SETTLER SOCIETY 

A final line of argument extended by the United States and 
Canada to justify their denials of indigenous rights to self- 
determination is that most Native peoples have long since 
commingled with the settler societies of both countries to the 
point, in many if not most cases, of rendering our sovereignty 
~elf-nullifying.~~~ Although it is true that international law rec- 
ogruzes the voluntary merger of one nation into another as the 
sole sure and acceptable means by which national identity and 
concomitant national rights can be extinguished, it is dubious 
whether the description actually applies to any but a handful 
of North America's indigenous nations (if at all).I4' 

In many instances there is simply no evidence of a vol- 
untary merger by treaty agreements or in any manner. 
One will search the treaties of the Six Nations 
Confederacy and no doubt many other Indian nations 
in vain for such evidence.. . . Very few treaties, perhaps 
none, include provisions even remotely suggesting vol- 
untary merger or voluntary surrender of sovereignty 
[although a] few treaties contain provisions subjecting 
the Indian parties to United States law.. . . Many Indian 
nations such as the Hopi have never made a treaty or 
agreement with the United States and [therefore] cannot 
be said to have assented to a merger.'42 
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The state contended in Worcester v. Georgia that since, under 
Article I11 of the Treaty of Hopewell, the Cherokee Nation had 
voluntarily placed itself under the military protection of the 
United States, it had effectively relinquished its national sover- 
eignty, merging with "the stronger power."143 Chief Justice 
Marshall rejected this argument unequivocally and in terms 
which encompass all indigenous nations finding themselves in 
a comparable situation: 

[Tlhe settled doctrine of the law of nations is that a 
weaker power does not surrender its independence-its 
right of self-government-by associating with a 
stronger, and taking its protection. A weak state, in 
order to provide for its safety, may place itself under the 
protection of one more powerful, without stripping 
itself of the right of government, and ceasing to be a 
state.144 

That Marshall's 1832 opinion yields a continuing validity is 
amply borne out in the status accorded such tiny protectorates 
as Liechtenstein and Monaco in Europe itself, examples 
which-along with Luxembourg, Grenada, the Marshall 
Islands, and a number of other small nations around the world 
whose right to sovereignty is not open to serious challenge- 
also preempt questions of scale.145 As Onondaga leader Oren 
Lyons has aptly put it, "Nations are not according to size. 
Nations are according to culture. If there are twenty people left 
who are representing their nation . . . they are a nation. Who are 
we to say less?11146 

Other mainstays of the merger argument are the facts that 
Native peoples both north and south of the border have 

. become increasingly assimilated into settler culture, accepted 
citizenship in both the United States and Canada, adopted 
forms of governance explicitly subordinated to those of the set- 
tler states, and are now thoroughly encompassed by the statu- 
tory codes of the latter.147 Even the most cursory examination of 
the record reveals, however, that none of this has occurred in 
anything resembling a "voluntary" manner on the part of the 
indigenous nations involved. Indeed, Native resistance to all 
four aspects of the process has been, and in many cases contin- 
ues to be, substantial. 
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For starters, the kind and degree of cultural assimilation 
among Native people evident today in both countries results 
not from any choice made by Indians to "fit in," whether col- 
lectively or individually, but from extraordinarily draconian 
conditions imposed upon us by the settler-state governments. 
From at least as early as the last quarter of the nineteenth cen- 
tury, the United States and Canada alike implemented policies 
of compulsory assimilation involving direct intervention in the 
domestic affairs of all indigenous nations within their respec- 
tive spheres.l4* Among the techniques employed was the sys- 
tematic subversion of traditional Native governments through 
the creation, underwriting, and other support for oppositional 
factions, and routine disruption of customary social and spiri- 
tual practices.149 Most especially in the United States, but also to 
a considerable extent in Canada, the early phases of such ini- 
tiatives were coupled to the previously discussed program of 
land allotment and manipulation of "tribal" membership.'50 
Meanwhile, the traditional economies of an ever increasing 
number of Native peoples throughout North America were 
undermined and in many cases obliterated a1t0gether.I~~ 

While all of this was obviously devastating to the ability of 
indigenous nations to maintain their cohesion and cultural 
integrity, the real linchpin of assimilation policy on both sides 
of the border was the imposition of universal compulsory 
"education" upon Native ~hi1dren.I~' Between 1880 and 1930, 
up to 80 percent of all American Indian youngsters were sent, 
almost always coercively, often forcibly, to remote boarding 
schools, far from family, friends, community, nation, and cul- 
ture. Thus isolated, shorn of their hair, compelled to dress in 
Euro-American attire, forbidden to speak their Native lan- 
guages or follow their spiritual beliefs, subjected to severe cor- 
poral punishment and/or confinement for the slightest breach 
of "discipline," the students were typically held for years, sys- 
tematically indoctrinated all the while to accept Christianity, 
speak "proper" English, and generally adopt Western values 
and perspective~.'~~ 

The express objective of the boarding school system was, 
according to U.S. Superintendent of Indian Schools Richard H. 
Pratt, to "kill the Indian" in each pupil, converting them into 
psychological and intellectual replications of non-Indians.154 
The broader goal, articulated repeatedly by the administrators 
of U.S. assimilation policy as a whole, was to bring about the 
functional disappearance of indigenous societies as such by 
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some point in the r11id-1930s.I~~ The intent in Canada was no 
different, albeit geared to a somewhat slower pace.'% While 
such a process of sociocultural "merger" can by no conceivable 
definition be described as voluntary, it is glaringly genocidal 
under even the strictest legal definition of the term.'57 

Citizenship fares little better as a justification for statist pre- 
sumption. Indians, as a rule, sought to become citizens of nei- 
ther the United States nor Canada. On the contrary, the record 
demonstrates conclusively that in the latter country we began 
to be treated as subjects at a time when we were strongly and 
all but unanimously asserting the exact opposite. Consider, for 
example, the following observation, drawn from the opinion of 
a twentieth-century Canadian court: 

It is well-known that claims have been made from the 
time of Joseph Brant [Thayendanegea, a Mohawk who 
led a faction of his people to fight on the British side 
during the U.S. War of Independence, and afterwards 
into Canada] that the Indians were not really subjects of 
the King but an independent people-allies of His 
Majesty-and in a measure at least exempt from the 
civil laws governing the true subject. "Treaties" had 
been made in which they were called "faithful allies" 
and the like.. . . As to the so-called treaties, John Beverly 
Robinson, Attorney-General for Upper Canada, in an 
official letter to Robert Wilmot Horton, Under Secretary 
of State for War and Colonies, March 14,1824, said: "To 
talk of treaties with the Mohawk Indians, residing in the 
heart of one of the most populous districts of Upper 
Canada . . . is much the same, in my humble opinion, as 
to talk of making a treaty of alliance with the Jews of 
Duke Street.. . 
More formally, in the sense of enfranchisement and the like, 

citizenship was not extended to indigenous people until An 
Act to Encourage the Gradual Civilization of the Indian Tribes 
was effected by the Province of Canada in 1857.'" Since the law 
made acceptance voluntary-Indians had to apply, and were 
declared legally "white" upon accep tance-there were relative- 
ly few takers.'@ Hence, pursuant to the 1867 British North 
American Act (Constitution Act), Native citizenship in Canada 
was simply made declarative, irrespective of objections raised 
by its alleged beneficiaries.'h' As Prime Minister Sir John A. 
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MacDonald put it in 1887, "the great aim of [such] legislation 
has been to do away with the tribal system and assimilate the 
Indian people in all respects with the other inhabitants of the 
dominion, as speedily as they are fit for the 

In the United States, citizenship was first imposed upon 
Native people in a large-scale fashion during the 1 8 8 0 ~ ~  as a 
quid pro quo in the release of individually allotted land parcels 
from trust In 1924, an act was passed unilaterally con- 
ferring citizenship upon all Indians who had been overlooked 
in earlier processes, or who had proven resistant to accepting 
it.'@ As in Canada, "The grant of citizenship was not sought by 
the Indian population, and many Indian nations have consis- 
tently and vigorously denied United States citizenship. The Six 
Nations Confederacy, to use a now familiar example, has 
repeatedly gone on public record to reject United States citi- 
zenship and deny the federal government's power to make 
them citizens.11165 

It has never been held by any court, national or interna- 
tional, that the unilateral conferral of citizenship upon a 
population deprives them of their separate nationhood. 
The ultimate question is, after all, whether Congress [or 
the Canadian parliament] has the right or the legal 
power under international law to legislate over Indian 
nations without their consent.'" 

As to the fact that indigenous governments are presently 
considered as parts of the settler-state governmental herar- 
chies themselves, Native people no more chose this status than 
they did U.S. or Canadian citizenship or any other aspect of 
a~simi1ation.l~~ Traditional forms of governance throughout the 
United States were systematically supplanted, nation by 
nation, under the 1934 Indian Reorganization Act (IRA) with a 
constitutional structure designed by the BIA.la In the great 
majority of cases, the resulting "tribal councils" were patterned 
more after corporate boards than actual governing bodies, 
while all of them derived their authority from and were under- 
written by the United States rather than their own ostensible 
constituents .Ih9 

Although superficially democratic in its implementation- 
referenda were conducted on each reservation prior to its being 
reorganized-the record is replete with instances in which fed- 
eral officials misrepresented what was happening in order to 
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convince Native voters to cast affirmative  ballot^."^ In certain 
instances-among the Lakota, for example, where a sufficient 
number of dead persons to swing the outcome were later 
shown to have ”voted”-outright electoral fraud prevailed.”’ 
Hopi provides another useful illustration. 

[Indian Commissioner John] Collier reported to the 
Secretary of Interior in 1936 that [in 19351 the Hopis had 
accepted the IRA by a vote of 519 to 299, the total votes 
cast representing 45 percent of the eligible voters, [yet 
he] came up with a figure of 50 percent for the percent- 
age of voters coming to the polls a year later, in 1936, to 
vote on the constitution in, in his annual report for 1937. 
[But] according to the statistics contained in the ratified 
and Interior-approved constitution itself, only 755 peo- 
ple voted in the constitutional referendum. This is 63 
fewer people than voted in the 1935 referendum on the 
Indian Reorganization Act. How can 818 voters consti- 
tute 45 percent of the eligible voters in 1935 and, a year 
later, 755 voters constitute 50 percent?. . , Clearly, Collier 
made up his own statistics, and perpetrated a good deal 
of deception in order to make it seem the Hopis 
[embraced the IRA], when they did not.In 

Moreover, a ”number of Hopis assert today that voters 
were told they were voting for retention of their land, not for 
reorganization; that registration papers were falsified; and that 
votes were fabricated.”’” In reality, voter turnout was less than 
30 ~ercent.”~Even this does not tell the whole story, since, as 
was made clear to BIA representatives at the time, the bulk of 
eligible voters did not abstain. Instead, they opted to exercise 
their traditional right of signifying “no” by actively boycotting 
the proceeding.175 Tabulated in this fashion, the best contempo- 
rary estimate is that fewer than 15 percent of all eligible Hopis 
actually voted for reorganization, while more than 85 percent 
voted against it.’76 Nonetheless, it remains the official position 
of the United States that the IRA council is the ”legitimate’, 
government of the Hopi people. 

In Canada, meanwhile, provision was first made in the 1876 
Indian Act to establish a system of ”band governments” under 
federal rather than Native authority.”’ In 1880, the law was 
amended to deprive traditional ”chiefs” (i.e., leaders) of their 
authority as rapidly as elected officials became a~ailable.”~ In 
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1884, the Indian Advancement Act was passed for, among 
other things, the specific purpose of preparing federally creat- 
ed and funded band councils to assume functions roughly 
analogous to municipal In 1920, an amend- 
ment to the then-prevailing Indian Act of 1906 empowered the 
councils, by simple majority vote, to make Canadian citizens of 
their constituency as a whole.180 And so it has gone, right up 
through the 1982 rewriting of the Canadian Constitution, a 
document which explicitly delineates the location and prerog- 
atives of Native governments within the settler-state corpus.181 

Under the circumstances already described in this section, 
suggestions that other unilaterally imposed ''accommodations 
of" Native people within U.S. and Canadian statutory codes 
might somehow imply the legitimate merger of indigenous 
nations with the settler states are too ludicrous to warrant seri- 
ous response.182 On balance, both the arrangement and the 
duplicitous nature of the arguments used to rationalize and 
defend such ideas are entirely comparable to those employed 
by France with respect to Algeria during the early 1 9 5 0 ~ ' ~ ~  As 
such, they are frankly colonialist and therefore in violation of 
black letter international law.lS4 

No mere adjustments to the status quo-the enactment of 
another statue here, a constitutional amendment there-can 
rectify a situation which is so fundamentally at odds with 
legality. The only possible course by which either Canada or 
the United States can redeem its posture as an outlaw state is to 
recall and act upon the 1832 observation of John Marshall that 
"Indian nations [have] always been considered as distinct, 
independent political communities, retaining their original nat- 
ural rights.. . . The very term 'nation,' so generally applied to 
them, means 'a people distinct from others.' ... The words 
'treaty' and 'nation' are words of our own language, selected in 
our diplomatic and legislative proceedings, by ourselves, hav- 
ing a definite and well-understood meaning. We have applied 
them to other nations of the earth. They are applied to all in the 
same sense."'85 

THE MARSHALL INNOVATION 

It will undoubtedly be argued that there is yet another way out 
of the box of illegality in which the settler states would other- 
wise appear to be trapped, and that Marshall himself supplied 
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it a year before he made the above-quoted statement. This is 
found in a formulation extended by the chief justice in an 1831 
opinion, Cherokee 7.1. Georgia, as he struggled with the impossi- 
ble task of reconciling the legal realities of indigenous sover- 
eignty to the insistence of his own country upon asserting its 
dominion over them.'% After conceding that argumentation 
"intended to prove the character of the Cherokees as a state, as 
a distinct political society, separated from others, capable of 
governing itself, has . . . been completely succe~sful,"'~~ he went 
on to observe: 

[Ylet it may well be doubted whether those tribes which 
reside within the acknowledged boundaries of the 
United States can, with strict accuracy, be denominated 
foreign nations. They may, more correctly, perhaps be 
denominated domestic dependent nations.Im 

There were several bases upon which Marshall rested this 
idea, probably most importantly the element of discovery doc- 
trine vesting sole rights of territorial acquisition in discovering 
Crowns he had previously explored in his Mclntosh opinion.189 
While, as has been mentioned, the intent of this proviso was to 
regulate affairs among the European powers, not Indians, 
Marshall reconfigured it as a kind of restraint of trade measure 
imposed upon the indigenous nations themselves. From there, 
he was able to extrapolate that, insofar as discovering powers 
enjoyed a legitimate right to constrain Native peoples in the 
alienation of their property, to that extent at least the sover- 
eignty of the discoverer stood at a level higher than that of the 
discovered. Ultimately, from a juridical perspective, this was 
the logical loophole employed to recast the relations between 
the United States and indigenous nations not as an association 
of peers, but in terms of supremacy and subordination.lgO 

Althou h Marshall's interpretation stood the accepted 

is ample indication he was fully aware of thi~'~'-it served the 
purpose of rationalizing U.S. expansionism quite adrnirabl~.'~~ 
From the foundation laid in Cherokee, it was possible for 
American jurists and policymakers alike to argue that indige- 
nous nations were always sovereign enough to validate U.S. 
territorial ambitions through treaties of cession, never sover- 
eign enough to decline them (indeed, after 1831, Native 
refusals to comply with U.S. demands were often enough con- 

meaning o H international law squarely on its head-and there 
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strued as ”acts of aggression” requiring military response) .193 

Here, too, lay the groundwork for the eventual assertion of per- 
petual trust discussed above in relation to Lonewolf, allotment, 
reorganization, and all the rest.194 

So useful has the doctrine emanating from Marshall’s quar- 
tet of ”Indian Cases”-Peck, Mclntosh, Cherokee, and 
Worcester-proven in enabling the U.S. judiciary to justify, or at 
least to obfuscate, its Indian policy that Canadian courts have 
openly and increasingly embraced it. This began at least as 
early as 1867, when a Quebec court quoted an entire passage 
from Worcester in the landmark case, Connolly v. W o o l r i ~ h . ~ ~ ~  In 
its 1973 Calder opinion, the Supreme Court of Canada lavished 
praise on the Mclntosh opinion as ”the locus classicus of the 
principles governing aboriginal title.”196 By 1989, in determin- 
ing the outcome of the Bear Island case, a Canadian appellate 
court simply abandoned its country’s legal code altogether, 
adopting as precedents what it deemed to be the “relevant” 
aspects of US. common law. Most especially, these included 
the “domestic dependent nation” formulation advanced by 
Marshall in Cherokee.”’ Canadian policymakers have, of course, 
trotted dutifully down the same path.I9* 

Whatever its utility for settler states, however, the Marshall 
doctrine does not add up to internationally valid law. On the 
contrary, the Cherokee opinion in particular cannot be honestly 
said to stand muster even in terms of its adherence to U.S. con- 
stitutional requirements. This is because, irrespective of the 
nomenclature he applied, when the chief justice held that 
indigenous nations occupy both a position within the federal 
dominion and a level of sovereignty below that of the central 
government, he was effectively placing us on the same legal 
footing as the individual states of the union.’” This he could not 
do, by virtue of the earlier-mentioned constitutional prohibi- 
tion against treatymaking by and with such subordinate sover- 
eignties, while simultaneously arguing that we should be treat- 
ed as fully independent nations for purposes of conveying land 
title through treaties.2w 

The matter cannot be had both ways. Either we were and 
are sovereign for purposes of treating, or we were and are not. 
In the first instance, we could not have been and thus are not 
now legally subordinated to any other entity. In the second, we 
could not have been considered eligible to enter into treaties 
with the federal government in the first place, a matter which 
would serve to void all pretense that the United States holds 
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legitimate title to any but a tiny fraction of its claimed territori- 
ality outside the original thirteen Atlantic Coast states."' 

By insisting upon playing both ends against the middle as 
he did, Marshall affected no reconciliation of conflicting legal 
principles whatsoever. Rather, he enshrined an utterly irrecon- 
cilable contradiction as the very core of federal Indian law and 
policy. In the process, he conjured up the fiction of "quasi-sov- 
ereign nations"-aptly described by one indigenous leader as 
"the judicial equivalent of the biological impossibility that a 
female can be partly pregnant"-a concept which has been 
firmly repudiated in international As a consequence, so 
long as the United States continues to rely upon the Marshall 
doctrine in defining its relationship to Native peoples, it will 
remain in a legally untenable posture. No less does this hold 
true for Canada. 

SUBVERSION OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 

The second half of the 1960s saw the growth of a strong and 
steadily more effective movement toward national liberation 
among the Native peoples of North America. In the United 
States, traditional elders joined forces with younger militants 
to engage in an extended series of confrontations, some of them 
armed, with federal These were highlighted by a 
protracted fishing rights campaign in Washington state (1964- 
69), the thirteen-month occupation of government facilities on 
Alcatraz Island (1969-70), the seizure of BIA headquarters in 
Washington, D.C. (1972), and the 71-day siege of the Wounded 
Knee hamlet, on the Pine Ridge Reservation (1973).'O" Initially 
concentrated in the United States, such initiatives had become 
noticeably more evident in Canada as well by the mid-1970~.~~~ 

By that point, an organization calling itself the American 
Indian Movement (AIM) had emerged as the galvanizing force 
within the liberation struggle and had become the target of 
severe physical repression by the federal It was 
in this context, with world attention drawn to U.S.-Indian rela- 
tions by the extraordinary pattern of events, that Lakota elders 
convened a meeting on the Standing Rock Reservation for pur- 
poses of establishing an organization to bring the question of 
indigenous treaty rights before the United Nations. Charged 
with responsibility for carrying out this task was AIM leader 
Russell Means, who in turn named Cherokee activist Jimmie 
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Durham to direct the day-to-day operations of what was 
dubbed the International Indian Treaty Council (IITC).207 

Within months, Durham had established the presence of 
”AIM’S international diplomatic arm” at both the United 
Nations headquarters in New York and the Palace of Nations in 
Geneva, Switzerland, and had begun lobbying for hearings on 
settler-state denial of self-determination to indigenous nations 
and other abuses. This agenda dovetailed neatly with investi- 
gations already underway in several UN agencies and led to an 
unprecedented conference on discrimination against Native 
peoples in Geneva during the summer of 1977, attended by 
representatives of some ninety-eight indigenous nations of the 
Western Hemisphere.208 In some ways prefiguring a special ses- 
sion of the Russell Tribunal convened in Rotterdam to consid- 
er the same matters two years the 1977 ”Indian Summer 
in Geneva” sparked serious discussion within the United 
Nations concerning the need for a more regularized body to 
consider indigenous issues.21o 

Meanwhile, undoubtedly in part to preempt just such 
developments, the U.S. Congress came forth in 1975 with a 
statute bearing the supremely unlikely title of “American 
Indian Self-Determination and Educational Assistance Act.”211 
While the act did nothing at all to meet the requirements of 
international legal definition-quite the opposite, it offered lit- 
tle more than a hiring preference to Native people in programs 
attending policies implemented ”in their behalf” by the feder- 
al government212-U.S. representatives at the UN were quick to 
use it in asserting that questions of indigenous self-determina- 
tion in the United States were ”superfluous” since it was the 
only country in the world to specifically guarantee such rights 
within its own statutory 

This in itself was insufficient to halt the international 
process, given that a U.S. domestic law, no matter how it was 
presented, could hardly be argued as bearing upon the circum- 
stances of Native peoples elsewhere. Thus, after much maneu- 
vering, the United Nations Working Group on Indigenous 
Populations, a subpart of the Economic and Social Council 
(ECOSOC), was established in 1981.214 Its mission was to con- 
duct biannual sessions at the Palace of Nations during which 
Native delegations would present information, and to submit 
regular reports to ECOSOC’s Commission on Human Rights, 
with the preliminary goal of completing a then ongoing global 
study of the conditions imposed upon Native peoples.215 After 
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1984, although Durham and others had hoped to see a direct 
application of existing law to Native circumstance, the 
Working Group was also mandated to produce a whole new 
draft declaration of indigenous rights for endorsement by the 
UN General Assembly.216 

There followed a lengthy period of procrastination and out- 
right obstruction on the part of various nation-state delega- 
tions. Those of Canada and the United States, to take notable 
examples, tied things up for several yeurs while arguing that 
the draft document, like the name of the Working Group itself, 
should be couched in terms of populations rather than peoples.217 
This was because the former term, used interchangeably with 
minorities, is employed with reference to demographic subsets 
of given polities, a classification automatically placing them 
within the parameters of their respective countries' "internal" 
affairs.218 Peoples, on the other hand, are construed as distinct 
polities on their own merit, and, as such, are universally guar- 
anteed the unfettered right of self-determination under 
international law.219 

It was not until 1989 that the two North American settler 
states abandoned their terminological objections, and then only 
with the caveat that they were doing so with the specific 
understanding that use of the word peoples would not be con- 
strued as conveying legal connotations."0 By then, their joint 
bottleneck had stalled the formulating procedure to the point 
that draft declaration, originally intended for consideration by 
the General Assembly during the UN's 1992 "Year of 
Indigenous Peoples," could not be completed on that sched- 
ule."I Another year was required before the document was 
reviewed and tentatively approved by Native delegations, a 
further eighteen months before it had been signed off by the 
Working Group and its immediate parent, ECOSOC's Sub- 
commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of 
Minorities." 

Matters finally came to a head in October 1996, when, prior to 
its submission to ECOSOC's main body, and thence the General 
Assembly, a subgroup of the Commission on Human Rights con- 
vened in Geneva to review the draft. When the panel, composed 
exclusively of nation-state representatives, set out to "revise" the 
document in a manner intended quite literally to gut it, a unified 
body of indigenous delegates demanded that it be sent forward 
unchanged. U.S. representatives, who had for the most part 
remained a bit more circumspect in their approach over the pre- 
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ceding twenty years, then at last openly announced that the func- 
tion of the proposed declaration was, in their view, to confirm 
rather than challenge the convoluted doctrines through which 
their country purportedly legitimates settler hegemony?” The 
United States, they made clear, would reject anything else, a posi- 
tion quickly seconded by Canada’s representatives. This affront 
precipitated a mass walkout by Native delegates, thereby bring- 
ing the entire process to a temporary halt.224 

PROSPECTS AND POTENTIALS 

The recent events in Geneva represent something of a cross- 
roads in the struggle for Native sovereignty and self-determi- 
nation, not only in North America, but globally. The sheer 
audacity with which the United States and Canada have 
moved to convert a supposed universal declaration of indige- 
nous rights into little more than an extrapolation of their own 
mutual foreclosure upon the most meaningful of these clearly 
describes one direction in which things are moving. If the 
North American settler states are successful in pushing 
through their agenda, indigenous rights the world over will be 
formally defined in much the same truncated and subordina- 
tive fashion as is presently the case here. Native peoples every- 
where will then be permanently consigned to suffer the same 
lack of recourse before the ICJ and other international adjudi- 
cating bodies that they have long experienced in U.S. and 
Canadian 

In the alternative, if the all but unanimous indigenous 
refusal to agree to substantive alteration of the draft document 
they themselves endorsed proves inadequate to compel its 
eventual acceptance by the General Assembly, other options 
must be found. The most promising of these would appear to 
reside in a generalized Native repudiation of any statist version 
of the proposed declaration of indigenous rights combined 
with a return to the strategy advocated by Durham and others 
during the late 1970~.”~ This, quite simply, devolves upon the 
devising of ways to force acknowledgment of indigenous 
rights under existing law rather than the creation of a new 
instrument .=’ 

There are numerous routes to this end, beginning with the 
seeking of ICJ advisory opinions on the broader applicability of 
its interpretations in the Island of Palmas and Western Sahara 
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cases.228 Perhaps more important are a range of possibilities by 
which the ICJ and/or appropriate UN organs might be com- 
pelled to advance concrete interpretations of the meaning 
inherent to assorted declarations, covenants, and conven- 
tions-the 1966 International Covenant on Economic, Social 
and Cultural Rights, for example, and the 1966 International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights-vis-A-vis indigenous 
peoples.229 Probably salient in this regard is the 1960 
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial 
Countries and Peoples (General Assembly Resolution 1514 
(XV)), the fifth point of which stipulates that: 

Immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and Non-Self- 
Governing Territories or all other territories which have 
not yet attained independence, to transfer all powers to 
the peoples of those territories, without conditions or 
reservations, in accordance with their freely-expressed 
will or desire, without any distinction as to race, creed 
or colour, to enable them to enjoy complete indepen- 
dence and freedom.m 

The nature of the "immediate steps" to be taken are neither 
mysterious nor left to the interpretive discretion of colonizing 
states. Rather, they are spelled out clearly in Articles 73-91 of the 
United Nations Charter."' In essence, all such territories/peoples 
must be inscribed by the colonizer on a list maintained by the UN 
Trusteeship Council, which then must approve a plan, including 
a timetable, by which complete decolonization will occur at the 
earliest feasible date." The colonizer is then required to submit 
regular reports to the council on progress made in fulfillment of 
the plan." The process culminates in a referendum or compara- 
ble procedure, monitored by the UN and sometimes conducted 
under its direct supervision, by which the colonized people 
determine for themselves exactly what they wish their political 
status to be, and what, if any, relationship they wish to maintain 
with their former 

One significant hurdle which must be cleared in the course 
of bringing such elements of black letter law to bear on the 
question of Native rights are the provisions contained in 
Article 1 (4) of the United Nations Charter and Point 7 of 
General Assembly Resolution 1514 (XV) guaranteeing the terri- 
torial integrity of all states.w By and large, the meaning of these 
clauses has been interpreted in accordance with the so-called 
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“Blue Water Principle” of the 1960s, a doctrine holding that in 
order to be eligible for decolonization, a territory must be phys- 
ically separated from its colonizer by at least thirty miles of 
open ocean.236 By this standard, most indigenous peoples are 
obviously not and will never be entitled to exercise genuine 
self-determining rights. 

There are, however, substantial problems attending the Blue 
Water formulation, not just for indigenous peoples but for every- 
one. It would not, for instance, admit to the fact that Germany 
colonized contiguous Poland during World War 11, or that the 
Poles possessed a legitimate right to decolonization. Plainly, then, 
a basic reformulation is in order, starting perhaps from the basic 
premise that integrity is not so much a matter of geography as it 
is a question of whether a given territory can be shown to have 
been legitimately acquired in the first place. Thus, the definition- 
al obstacle at hand readily lends itself to being rendered far less 
insurmountable than it might now appear.u7 

Ultimately, such issues can be resolved only on the basis of 
a logically consistent determination of whether indigenous 
peoples actually constitute ”peoples” in a legal sense. While 
the deliberately obfuscatory arguments entered on the matter 
by the United States, Canada, and several other settler states 
during the 1980s have by this point thoroughly muddied the 
situation with respect to a host of untreatied peoples through- 
out the world, the same cannot be said with respect to the 
treatied peoples of North America. As has been discussed in 
this essay, we have long since been formally recognized by our 
colonizers not only as peoples, but as nations, and are thereby 
entitled in existing law to exercise the rights of such regardess 
of our geographic disposition us 

The path leading to an alternative destiny for indigenous 
peoples is thus just as clear as that the settler states would pre- 
scribe for us. By relentless and undeviating assertion of the 
basic rights of treatied peoples-at all levels, through every 
available venue and excluding no conceivable means of doing 
so-we can begin to (re)secure them, restoring to ourselves and 
our posterity our/their rightful status as sovereign and coequal 
members of the community of nations, free of such pretense as 
IRA-style “self-governance” and subterfuges like the “Self- 
Determination” Act. In achieving success in this endeavor, we 
will eventually position ourselves to assist our relatives tangi- 
bly in other parts of the world, untreatied and thus unrecog- 
nized as being imbued with the same self-determining rights as 
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we, to overcome the juridical/diplomatic quandary in which 
this circumstance places them. 
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